This paper describes a new procedure for bridge damage identification through drive-by monitoring. Instantaneous Curvature (IC) is presented as a means to determine a local loss of stiffness in a bridge through measurements collected from a passing instrumented vehicle. Moving Reference Curvature (MRC) is compared with IC as a damage detection tool. It is assumed that absolute displacements on the bridge can be measured by the vehicle. The bridge is represented by a finite element (FE) model. A Half-car model is used to represent the passing vehicle. Damage is represented as a local loss of stiffness in different parts of the bridge. 1% random noise and no noise environments are considered to evaluate the effectiveness of the method. A generic road surface profile is also assumed. Numerical simulations show that the local damage can be detected using IC if the deflection responses can be measured with sufficient accuracy. Damage quantification can be obtained from MRC.
Introduction
There is an increasing demand for improved monitoring of the condition of structures, which is commonly referred to as Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) [1] [2] [3] [4] . Advances in computation in the last 20 years along with deterioration and ageing of structures have contributed to significant development of SHM. An effective SHM plan operates at some or all of the following levels [5] : (i) occurrence, (ii) location, (iii) and severity of damage and (iv) prediction of remaining service life. Many researchers have applied SHM methods for civil engineering structures [6] [7] [8] [9] . Several methods have been developed for SHM of bridges as critical components of transport infrastructure [10] [11] [12] [13] .
Visual inspection and sensor based monitoring are common practice in bridge management. Methods based on visual inspection are expensive and may not provide reliable results so there is a trend of increasing use of bridge instrumentation. Bridge instrumentation involving a power source, data acquisition electronics and many sensors is already common practice for bridge damage detection in larger bridges [10, [14] [15] [16] . This approach is known as direct monitoring [17, 18] . It is more easily justified for long-span bridges, since its cost does not represent a high percentage of the overall capital cost. The quantity of sensors and the need for data acquisition and power on each bridge make direct bridge monitoring uneconomical for most short span bridges [19] . Yang et. al [20, 21] proposed drive-by or indirect bridge monitoring, in which the bridge condition is evaluated using the response measured on a passing vehicle [22] . It is particularly promising for short and medium span bridges. Several methods have been proposed in recent years using indirect measurements for damage detection purposes [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] .
Five damage identification parameters can be highlighted: (i) frequency [28] [29] [30] , (ii) damping [31] [32] [33] , (iii) mode shapes [30, 34, 35] , (iv) accelerations [36] [37] [38] and (v) curvatures. Curvature methods are usually focused on the mode shape and the deflection [39] . Zhang et al. [40] have developed a new algorithm using mode shape curvatures obtained from indirect measurements. Sun et al. [41] consider the vehicle as an exciter only, using a displacement transducer to measure the deflection at a specific position. Curvature is related to bending moment and stiffness and it can, at least theoretically, be derived from deflection measurements taken from a passing vehicle. As loss of stiffness can be expressed as damage, curvature has been identified as a promising property for damage detection [39, 42, 43] .
The Traffic Speed Deflectometer (TSD) is a vehicle that can take measurements when moving at a constant speed of 72 to 80 km/h [44, 45] . The application of TSD for pavement monitoring has been investigated by Rada et al. [46] . It uses a set of Doppler laser vibrometers to measure the vertical velocity between vehicle and road profile under the rearright tyre [47] . OBrien & Keenahan [25] first propose the use of a TSD for drive-by bridge monitoring, but do not address the issue of finding absolute deflection measurements from the measured relative velocities.
In this paper, Instantaneous Curvature (IC) and Moving Reference Curvature (MRC), first proposed in [48] , are tested for two damage scenarios. It is assumed that the relative deflection between the TSD and the pavement surface of the bridge can be found from the laser vibrometer measurements. Vehicle bridge interaction is modelled using a Finite Element (FE) model. The vehicle is represented by a Half-car model, and the bridge by an Euler-Bernoulli beam. The first damage case includes a local loss of stiffness at a single point on the bridge and the second case involves damage at two points. Noise-free and 1% noise cases are evaluated. A Difference Ratio (DR) is introduced for damage localisation using IC and a least squares method is suggested for MRC. It is shown that both methods can detect the damage location with acceptable accuracy.
Vehicle-Bridge Interaction model
A Finite Element (FE) model is employed to simulate Vehicle-Bridge Interaction (VBI). In this model, VBI is represented as a coupled system which is a well-accepted approach in the literature [32, 34, 49] . A Half-car model with 4 degrees of freedom (DOFs) is implemented in MATLAB to simulate the interaction between the vehicle and the bridge. The Half-car model is demonstrated to be a suitable model representing a vehicle [50] and has been used widely in the literature [34, 51] . These DOFs are related to body bounce translation ( ), body pitch rotation ( ) and the two axle vertical translations ( 1 and 2 ). 1 , 2 and typify respectively the two axle sprung masses and the vehicle body mass, representing the gross mass of the vehicle. ,1 and ,2 represent the two tyre stiffnesses. ,1 and ,2 represent the suspension stiffnesses and ,1 , ,2 represent the damping of the suspensions. As the vehicle travels from left to right, the deflection responses are measured using three sensors located near the second axle. The central sensor is at a distance, , from the start of the bridge and the other two sensors are at a distance, ∆ (= 1m), on either side of it -see Fig.1 . In this paper, the Half-car passes over the bridge which is modelled using 40 elements, each 0.5 m long (Fig. 1) . The bridge is modelled as a simply supported beam using the FE method. Each element includes two nodes and four degrees of freedom. Both bridge and vehicle must obey the general dynamic equation of equilibrium:
where is the force applied to the system, is the mass matrix, is the damping matrix and is the stiffness matrix. Vectors , ̇ and ̈ represent the displacement, velocity and acceleration. Different dynamic equations must be considered for the vehicle and the bridge:
where is the interaction force vector applied to the vehicle DOFs at each instant of time, is the vehicle's displacement, is the bridge's displacement, is the mass matrix of the bridge, is the damping matrix and is the stiffness matrix. The vehicle mass matrix , damping matrix and stiffness matrix are given by: 
Consistent elemental mass matrix and stiffness matrix have been applied to create the bridge mass matrix and the bridge stiffness matrix [52] . The damping ratio (ξ) for civil engineering structures in general is very low. In the bridge model, damping is simulated with the Rayleigh damping assumption. Bridge damping, , is estimated as a linear function of stiffness and mass with coefficients and :
Clough et al. [53] state that and can be estimated using the following:
where 1 and 2 are the first and second natural frequencies of the bridge. The interaction force vector is applied to the bridge due to the vehicle's load. For a given measuring frequency, a time step can be obtained. At every time step, the force is distributed between the DOFs, as shown in Fig. 1 . Hermitian shape functions are executed for this purpose [52] .
A steady contact between tyre and bridge is considered in the Half-car model, where the relation between vehicle and bridge interaction forces can be established. The global dynamic equation can be formulated using this assumption and from Eq. 1:
where represents the displacement of the global system and coupled mass, damping and stiffness matrices, defined as:
where represents the number of DOFs in the bridge model. The dimension of the global matrices is logically the sum of that in the vehicle and the bridge's matrices. Stiffness global matrix is time dependent and its components are obtained by combining the previous equation with the influence of the tyre. The force vector couples the vehicle and the bridge:
where is the location matrix, 1 and 2 are the road profile displacements under each axle, Displacements, velocities and accelerations for both bridge and vehicle are calculated using the Wilson-Theta scheme of integration defined in Tedesco's book [54] . The Wilson-Theta method is a more complex approach than linear acceleration integration. The improvement of the Wilson-Theta method consists of using a value of for the estimation of an unknown point. = 1 results in a linear acceleration approach. The recommended value for has to be ≥ 1.37 for unconditional stability [54] . Here, a value of = 1.420815 is used.
The properties of the vehicle and the bridge are given in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. The vehicle properties are provided by the manufacturer of the TSD. The road surface profile shown in Fig. 2 is considered. A constant velocity of 72 km/h is assumed for the Half-car to simulate highway conditions for the vehicle. A 10-m approach road before the bridge is also assumed. OBrien et al. propose IC in [48] , which is calculated using the deflections measured at three locations. The distance between the measurement points, ∆x=1 m, is constant (Fig. 1) .
Figure 2. Bridge's road profile
Curvature is defined as the second derivation of the deflection with respect to distance and is found from a central difference approximation:
where t is time and is the bridge's absolute deflection. MRC can be defined using the measurements at three different positions [48] : Random noise is applied to the simulated measurements. The noisy signal, ,is generated using Eq. 17:
where is the maximum deflection of the bridge, is the noise level (0 for 0% noise and 1 for 100% noise) and is a random vector with zero mean value and unit standard deviation. It has been assumed here that the noise in each sensor is independent. As curvature is the 2 nd derivative of deflection, this assumption has significant implications for accuracy. Any differences in the road profile between successive measurements are deemed to be included in the noise.
Results and discussion
Damage is modelled as a loss of stiffness in selected elements of the FE model. A point damage case (A) and a multiple-point damage case (B) are studied as shown in The vehicle is simulated to pass over the bridge and the deflection responses are measured by the three sensors. Figs. 4 and 5 show the results of IC obtained for damage cases A and B, respectively. It can be seen that when noise is not considered in the measurement, the change in IC due to damage is quite noticeable for these substantial levels of damage. However, with just 1% noise, the damage is hardly detectable. In order to improve the results, the vehicle is simulated to pass over the bridge 10 times and the mean IC calculated. A damage indicator is proposed based on difference ratio (DR), defined as: (18) where ̅̅̅ and ̅̅̅ ℎ are the filtered mean instantaneous curvatures for the damaged and healthy bridges respectively and min ( ̅̅̅ ℎ ) is the minimum value of ̅̅̅ ℎ , considering that the values are negative. The filter used for both mean curvatures is the moving average filter, defined as: (19) where [ + ] is the input signal, [ ] is the filtered signal and P is the number of points used in the moving average [55] . For this particular filtering of the signal, P = 51 is considered in order to average the results over one metre. DR is calculated for both damage scenarios and shown in Fig. 6 . It can be seen that in the absence of noise, the damage location is detectable. In a noisy environment, only a large loss of stiffness is well detectable. However, the risk of having false positives is high.
Moving Reference Curvature (MRC) is also tested. One of the advantages of MRC over IC is that only 1 sensor is needed. The same sensors and the same distance, ∆ = 1 m as for IC, is considered in the calculations. This distance is equivalent to a time difference of ∆ = 0.05 s, considering that velocity is = 20 m s
The same moving average filtering is applied for MRC as for IC. The main drawback of MRC is the loss of local damage detection capacity as can be seen in Figs. 7 and 8. For damage case A (Fig. 7) , there is no significant difference between the healthy and damaged cases at the damage location, although a small overall difference exists between the signals. For damage case B (Fig. 8) , there are significant differences between the healthy and damaged cases but there is no obvious link with the damage locations. The root mean square (RMS) difference between the healthy and damaged signals is calculated as:
where is the MRC for the damaged case, is the corresponding signal for the healthy case and k is the number of data points recorded by the TSD as it crosses the bridge. It can be seen in Table 3 that, for both damage cases, the RMS difference is nonzero and significant. It is notable that the influence of random noise is very small -clearly the influence of damage on the MRC is much greater than the influence of random noise. The cases of 50% damage give much greater RMS difference than the cases of 20% damage. Case B also gives much greater RMS difference than case A. It is concluded that RMS has potential for use as a damage detector but is not suitable for damage location. Although the proposed methods show promising results, there are still challenges to be addressed before they can be used in real applications. A key issue is calibrating the vehicle and dealing with any changes in vehicle properties between runs, e.g., due to suspension wear or changes in tyre pressure. Another issue is the influence of other sources of change in curvature between measurements such as frost heave or unintentional deviation in the transverse position of the vehicle causing a change in the road profile experienced by the vehicle. If such changes are random (as assumed here), they adversely affect IC but MRC still appears to work well for simple damage detection.
Conclusions
In this paper, Instantaneous Curvature (IC) is proposed for indirect detection of local damage in a bridge. A Difference Ratio (DR) between the damaged and healthy cases is proposed for damage localization. DR is shown to be effective but only when random noise is small. Random errors may occur due to measurement inaccuracy or due to changes in the road profile between measurements. MRC is easier to measure than IC, requiring only one sensor, but is less sensitive to local damage. However, it does provide the potential to detect damage and appears to have very low sensitivity to random error.
